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Abstract – Our objective was to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of the agar-gelimmunodiffusion test (AGID), the ELISA, and the skin test for the detection of Mycobacterium
avium subspecies paratuberculosis (MAP) in sheep using Bayesian methods without a gold
standard. Fourteen flocks (2 465 sheep) were used. Five flocks (450 sheep) were considered MAP
non-infected and 9 flocks (2 015 sheep) had sheep infected with MAP. Sheep were skin tested and
blood was collected for AGID and ELISA testing. Results were analyzed using a Bayesian 3-test in
1-population model fitted in WinBUGS. The model allowed for dependence (correlation) between
the two serologic tests, but these two tests were assumed to be conditionally independent of the skin
test. The estimated specificity was 99.5% (95% PI of 98.9–99.9%) for the AGID; 99.3% (98.4–
99.8%) for the ELISA using an optical density measured cutoff of 0.20; 99.2% (98.1–99.8%) using
a cutoff of 0.15; 97.5% (95.8–98.7%) using a cutoff of 0.10; and 98.7% (97.3–99.5%) for the skin
test. The estimated sensitivities were 8.3% (6.2–10.7%) for the AGID; 8.0% (6.0–10.4%), 10.6%
(8.3–13.1%), and 16.3% (13.5–19.4%) for the ELISA using the cutoffs 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10
respectively; and 73.3% (62.3–85.8%) for the skin test. The skin test was specific in non-infected
populations and sensitive in infected populations, although in some cases a positive skin test might
represent MAP exposure rather than infection. The AGID and ELISA were specific but lacked
sensitivity. The AGID and ELISA consistently identified two different populations of infected
sheep with only moderate overlap between positive test results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mycobacterium avium subspecies
paratuberculosis (MAP) causes Johne’s
disease which is characterized by weight
loss and premature culling/death in all
ruminant species. Incubation period is typically years with not all animals developing
clinical signs.
The two most common serologic tests
available are the agar gel immunodiffusion
(AGID) test and the absorbed ELISA. One
ELISA (ParachekTM, Biocor Animal
Health, Omaha, NE, USA) is approved for
use in sheep in the USA. Several studies
have evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of the AGID and ELISA in sheep [5, 14,
29]. The AGID usually has slightly higher
specificity (99–100%) than the ELISA (95–
100%) but this depends on the gold standard
used and the ELISA cutoff chosen. The sensitivity of both tests is dependent on stage
of infection, with the highest sensitivity in
sheep with multibacillary lesions and poor
body condition and lowest in sheep in the
early stages of infection [25, 29]. Overall
sensitivity has been estimated to be low for
both tests, from 14–62% depending on the
gold standard used and the population tested.
The majority of reports suggest a sensitivity
between 20–30% if no consideration is
given to body condition [5, 14, 24, 29, 30].
There are no published studies that have
evaluated the ELISA in USA sheep populations. Most of the studies evaluating diagnostic tests in sheep cited above used populations consisting mainly of one breed and
similar production systems, which is reflective of the sheep in those environments. In
the USA, the sheep industry is highly
diverse with many different and often unusual breeds, as well as very different production systems.
Because antibody tests lack sensitivity,
especially in early preclinical stages of
infection, and the cell-mediated immune
(CMI) response is thought to dominate in
such animals, investigations of CMI-based
diagnostic tests are warranted [33]. The skin

test and the interferon gamma (IFN-γ)
ELISA are two such tests that may have
application to the diagnosis of MAP infection. Several investigators have used the
skin test [12, 16, 19–21, 26, 27, 36, 38] and
the IFN-γ ELISA [1, 3, 13, 26, 27, 32] as
research tools to characterize immune
response and some have promoted these
tests as potential diagnostic tools especially
in the early phases of infection.
Validation of CMI-based diagnostic
tests for paratuberculosis infection can be
particularly difficult because a highly accurate reference test for animals in the early
stages of infection is lacking. The sensitivity of bacteriologic culture of tissues and/or
histology, the reference test which CMI
tests have been evaluated against in the past,
is affected by sample location and number
of tissues taken [6, 22]. Some authors suggest up to 100 different tissue samples may
be required to evaluate true infection status
[39]. This could partially explain why previous investigators have concluded the skin
test lacks specificity when animals in
infected populations have been used for
specificity determination [6, 22].
Alternative methods for evaluation of
diagnostic tests must be employed when a
reasonable reference test or gold standard is
not readily available. Recent developments
[15] have been made to techniques first suggested in the early 1980’s by Hui and Walter
that allow for the evaluation of more than
two tests without assuming conditional
independence. Estimation of the accuracy
of conditionally dependent tests also can be
done using Bayesian modeling, which is
reviewed in detail elsewhere [2].
The objective of this study was to estimate sensitivity and specificity of the
AGID, ELISA and skin test using Bayesian
methods in the absence of a gold standard.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Non-infected sheep population
Flocks owned by Universities or veterinarians located in the Midwest USA were
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Table I. The number of sheep with positive and negative test results for various combinations of skin
test, AGID and ELISA in 9 flocks with M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis (MAP) infected sheep and
5 non-infected flocks as well as overall test prevalence for the AGID, ELISA, and skin test. The cutoff
used for the ELISA was the mean value of negative controls + 0.20.
MAP infected flocks
1P
No. sheep
S+, A+, E+a

MAP non-infected flocks

2P

3P

4P

5P

6P

7P

9P

1N

2N 3N

173 502
3
1

27
0

381 342
1
1

50
0

130 260 150
1
0
0

28
0

23 119 174 106
0
0
0
0

S+, A+, E–

6

15

0

S+, A–, E+

14

11

0

S+, A–, E–

81

183

12

S–, A+, E+

1

7

1

S–, A+, E–

3

2

0

5

8

0

2

4

0

99

80

8

2

1

1

2

4

0

1

0

2

2

8P

4N

5N

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

16

18

8

0

0

3

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

0

0

2

0

S–, A–, E+

7

2

0

0

0

S–, A–, E–

58

281

14

269 244

39

109 237 142

28

23 116 171 105

7.5

5.0

3.7

2.6

4.1

2.0

2.3

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0

0.0

ELISA

14.5 4.2

3.7

1.6

1.8

6.0

2.3

1.9

0.0

0.0

0.0 0.0

1.2

0.0

Skin Test

60.1 41.8 44.4 28.3 27.1 16.0 14.6 7.3

5.3

0.0

0.0 2.5

0.6

0.9

Test prevalence %
AGID

a

S = Skin test, A = AGID, E = ELISA.

contacted by the senior author (SRA) as
they were likely to have detailed information on health events. Flocks were selected
for consideration as potentially free of MAP
infection if they had no history of Johne’s
disease, conducted routine necropsies on
dead and debilitated animals, had not recently
purchased ewes (5 years or longer) and had
no purchased ewes in the flock, and followed management practices (i.e. no contact with cattle, purchased colostrum, etc.)
that minimized the risk of introduction or
transmission of MAP, if present. Owners of
these flocks also agreed to submit all sheep
testing positive on AGID, ELISA, or skin
test in the study (or a subset of at least 5 if
more than 5 tested positive) for necropsy and
further testing as described in Section 2.6.
Five flocks (450 total sheep) were classified as potentially MAP non-infected

based on the described criteria. They were
located in Iowa (3), Nebraska (1) and South
Dakota (1). Two (1N, 2N, see Tab. I) were
small flocks with 23 and 28 animals, respectively. These animals were not regularly
bred and all offspring produced stayed on
the farm; one flock consisted of Jacob and
Icelandic sheep, the other Finnish Landrace/Dorset cross. The other three flocks
were commercial flocks, one (3N) a traditional Midwest winter lambing flock consisting of 119 Columbia/Hampshire cross
ewes, another (4N) an intensively-managed
accelerated (rams exposed to the ewes every
8 months) lambing flock of 174 Polypay/Dorset/Romanov cross ewes and lastly (5N) a
106 Dorset/Polypay flock that pasture
lambed in May. Two of these flocks (4N,
5N) had high prevalences of caseous lymphadenitis (CLA).
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2.2. Infected sheep population
MAP-infected flocks were identified by
diagnostic pathologists from Iowa, South
Dakota, and North Dakota based on animal
or tissue samples submitted to state diagnostic laboratories. Pathologists contacted
owners of these flocks and requested their
participation in the study. For those producers who agreed to participate and before
they were enrolled in the study, archived
formalin-fixed tissues submitted previously to the diagnostic lab were confirmed
infected with MAP by using a polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) test with primers for
the IS900 sequence on the formalin-fixed
tissues [23]. Flocks that had at least one
MAP PCR-confirmed sheep fit the criteria
to be included in the study as an infected
flock. Detailed histories including production records, culling rate and death loss were
collected from each flock to estimate the
annual incidence of clinical disease. This
information was then used to estimate the
likely prevalence of infection for the Bayesian model, described in Section 2.7.
Nine sheep flocks, ranging in size from
27 to 502 animals, were included in the
study. The annual incidence of clinical disease ranged from 0 to 11% (of total flock
size). Two flocks consisting of 173 and
27 sheep were Suffolk cross club lamb
(sheep raised for exhibition) flocks (1P,
3P). One was a 502 sheep whiteface crossbred (Rambouillet, Dorset, Finn, Targhee,
Romanov) accelerated lambing flock (2P).
Three were seedstock, two Suffolk, one
with 130 sheep, the other 150 sheep (7P,
9P), and one a 50 ewe Romanov Flock (6P).
Three were Rambouillet cross range flocks
consisting of 381, 342, and 260 sheep (4P,
5P, 8P). Flocks were located in Kansas (2),
Iowa (4), South Dakota (2), and North
Dakota (1).
2.3. Skin testing and serum collection
procedure
All sheep aged ≥ 12 months were tested.
On day one, animals were injected intrader-

mally with 0.10 mL of Johnin purified protein derivative (PPD) (lot 9801, NVSL/VS/
APHIS/USDA, Ames, IA, USA) in the
woolless area of the axillary region. This
PPD was produced and evaluated in guinea
pigs as previously described [34]. Ten millilitres of blood were also collected for
AGID and ELISA testing. After 72 ± 4 h,
the skin test site was palpated and measured
for induration. Because there was minimal
variation in skin thickness (mean ± SD =
4 mm ± 0.5) in the axillary region from
sheep to sheep, pre-measurements were not
taken. If there was a palpable swelling at the
injection site when reading the skin test, the
animal was considered positive and a post
injection measurement was taken. Four millimetres were subtracted from the overall
measurement to get the final induration
measurement. All animals with palpable
indurations were considered positive.
2.4. AGID testing
AGID testing was performed as previously described [30]. Briefly, agar plates
were prepared with 0.7% agar (Agarose 1,
biotechnology grade, Amresco, Solon, OH,
USA) dissolved in a borate buffer solution
(0.2% NaOH, 0.9% H3BO3, pH 8.6) containing 7.0% NaCl. Thirteen millilitres of
agar were placed in 100 mm diameter petri
dishes and allowed to cool. Five millimetres
wells were punched in the cooled agar with
one center well and 6 surrounding wells
placed 3 mm from the center well. Paratuberculosis protoplasmic antigen (Allied
Monitor, Fayette, MO, USA) was obtained
and diluted adding 2 mL of sterile saline to
10 mg of antigen. Forty microlitres were
pipetted into the center well. A positive control serum was placed in every other well
alternating with the test sera. Plates were
read at 24 h and 48 h. Tests were considered
positive if a line of precipitation was fully
formed between the test well and the antigen well and was continuous with the line
formed by the positive control wells.
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2.5. ELISA Testing
(ParachekTM,

The ELISA
Biocor Animal Health, Omaha, NE, USA) was used
according to manufacturer’s directions.
Briefly, 25 µL of test sera were added to
475 µL of serum diluent buffer for a 30 min
absorption incubation at room temperature,
then 100 µL of this mixture were added to
the coated microtiter plate and incubated
another 30 min. Plates were washed 6 times
with supplied wash buffer. One hundred
microlitres of diluted conjugant were added
to the plate and incubated for 30 min, then
the washing step was repeated. One hundred microlitres of freshly prepared enzyme
substrate solution were added and plates
were read with a 650 nm filter. Stopping
solution was added when the OD value of
the positive controls read between 0.35–
0.40. The final OD values were read at
450 nm. The test was evaluated against
three different cutoffs, the mean of the negative controls plus 0.1 (the USDA approved
cattle cutoff), 0.15, and 0.2 (the USDA
approved sheep cutoff).
2.6. Necropsy
Seven sheep from non-infected flocks
and 32 sheep from infected flocks (not
including the initial necropsy submitted to
diagnostic laboratories that allowed flocks
to be considered for inclusion in the study)
were euthanized with intravenous sodium
pentobarbital, 90 mg/kg. Animals were examined for gross lesions and the following tissues were taken for histologic examination:
ileo-cecal valve, and associated mesenteric
lymph node, distal ileum, proximal ileum,
distal jejunum, and associated mesenteric
lymph node, mid jejunum, and associated
mesenteric lymph node, proximal jejunum,
and associated lymph node, duodenum, and
hepatic lymph node. Tissues were routinely
processed to paraffin blocks. Sections of
5 µm thickness were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and examined by light microscopy. Adjacent sections were stained by
the Ziehl-Neelsen technique to visualize
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acid-fast bacteria. Animals were considered infected with MAP when a granulomatous enteritis and or granulomatous lymphadenitis with acid-fast bacilli were
present. Pathologists were blinded to the
antemortem test status of the sheep.
2.7. Statistical analysis
Sensitivity and specificity of the AGID,
ELISA, and skin tests were estimated by
Bayesian methods using a 3-test 1-population model. The model allowed for dependence (correlation) between the two serologic tests, but these two tests were assumed
to be conditionally independent of the third
test (skin test) because they measured different biological responses. First, data from
the five non-infected flocks were pooled
into one superflock of 450 sheep. Specificity values were estimated directly from
these data and beta (α,β) distributions for
the specificity of each test were derived [37]
for use in the 3-test 1-population model.
Beta distributions provide a flexible means
for modeling binomial probabilities in a
Bayesian analysis because they are constrained between 0 and 1. The shape of the
beta distribution is determined by the relative magnitudes of the values for α and β.
The mean and variance of the beta distribution are α / (α+β) and αβ / ((α+β)2(α+β+1)),
respectively. Because the estimation problem is non-identifiable without additional
information, one of the authors (SRA) provided expert opinion about the likely sensitivity values for the 3 tests, following recommended guidelines [35]. The expertelicited most likely (modal) value and corresponding beta distributions for each
parameter are shown in Table II. Second,
data for the nine infected flocks were pooled
into a single flock of 2015 sheep. The prevalence of MAP infection in this hypothetical
flock was uncertain but the senior author
(SRA) considered the most likely value to
be 30% and she was 95% sure that prevalence was < 70%. This information equated
to a beta (2.13, 3.64) distribution for prevalence.
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Table II. Expert-elicited values and corresponding beta (α,β) distributions for sensitivity of three
diagnostic tests for ovine Johne’s disease.
Test

AGID
ELISA
Skin test

Sensitivity
(modal value)

Sensitivity
(upper or lower
limit)

Beta (α,β) prior
distribution for
sensitivity

Beta (α,β) prior
distribution for
specificity‡

0.2
0.25
0.7

0.4*
0.5*
0.2†

(4.46, 14.84)
(3.88, 9.63)
(2.25, 1.52)

451, 1
449, 3
446, 6

* Expert was 95% sure that the sensitivity was less than this value.
Expert was 95% sure that the sensitivity was greater than this value.
Note only either the upper or lower limit is needed for estimation of beta parameters. ‡ Beta distributions
for specificity for each test were constructed using the results from non-infected flocks, α = number of
test-negative results + 1; β = number of test-positive results + 1.
†

Dependence between the AGID and
ELISA was modeled with a parameterization [7] that specified uniform prior distributions for pair-wise sensitivity and specificity covariances, which quantify the
magnitude of dependence between the tests.
The covariances have upper and lower limits that are determined by the numeric values
of the sensitivities and specificities of the
tests [9]. The model was fitted in WinBUGS
(MRC Biostatistics Unit, Cambridge, UK)
using Gibbs sampling and code adapted
from elsewhere [2, 31]. Posterior inferences
were based on 50 000 iterations after discarding an initial “burn-in” of 5 000 iterations. Outputs from the model were the
median estimates and 95% probability
intervals (PI) for the sensitivity and specificity of each test, prevalence, and the covariances between the AGID and ELISA.
Model convergence was checked by running multiple chains from different starting
values [10].
Sensitivity analyses were done using
non-informative beta (1,1) priors for prevalence and sensitivity of the skin test. To
examine the effects of change in ELISA cutoff values, the frequencies of various combinations of test results were recalculated at
cutoff values of mean + 0.10 and mean +
0.15 instead of the default value of mean +
0.20 for the ELISA and the model was rerun
for these new values.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Test results
The test prevalence in each flock
infected with MAP correlated with the level
of clinical disease observed (Tab. I). Flock
1P had the highest annual incidence of clinical Johne’s disease (estimated 11%) and
flock 9P had the lowest incidence (0%) of
clinical disease. Test prevalence increased
in all three tests from 1-year-old sheep to 2year-old sheep. After sheep reached 2 years,
test prevalence did not increase (Tab. III).
There seemed to be a sight decrease in sheep
older than four years of age, however high
prevalence flocks had fewer older sheep
than the low prevalence flocks and this
likely caused the apparent decrease as this
pattern did not hold true when test prevalence was compared against age within
flock (data not shown).
3.2. Necropsy
All animals in the non-infected flocks
testing positive on the ELISA, the AGID, or
the skin test for paratuberculosis (7 sheep
total, Tab. I) were necropsied and no lesions
suggestive of MAP infection were found
either grossly or histologically. Of the
32 sheep necropsied in infected flocks, 10
were clinical animals euthanized while at
the farm collecting samples for the study.

Accuracy of Johne’s disease tests in sheep
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Table III. Skin test, AGID, and ELISA test positive results from 9 flocks (2 015 sheep) that had sheep
infected with MAP stratified against sheep age.
Age
(years)
1
2
3
4+
Total

Skin test
No. positive (%)

AGID
No. positive (%)

ELISA
No. positive (%)

No. sheep
tested

99 (20.7)
116 (30.9)
83 (30.4)
282 (31.7)
572 (28.4)

7 (1.5)
8 (2.1)
15 (5.5)
38 (4.3)
68 (3.8)

8 (1.8)
16 (4.3)
12 (4.4)
34 (3.8)
70 (3.5)

478
375
273
889
2015

Table IV. Prior and posterior median and 95% probability intervals (PI) for estimates of sensitivity
and specificity of AGID, ELISA for 3 cutoffs (0.20, 0.15, 0.10) and skin tests for ovine Johne’s disease.
Sensitivity
Test
AGID

Prior Prior 95%
median
PI

Specificity

Posterior
median

Posterior
95% PI

Prior
median

Prior 95%
PI

Posterior Posterior 95%
median
PI

0.222 0.077, 0.437

0.083

0.062, 0.107

0.998

0.992, 1

0.995

0.989, 0.999

ELISA-0.20 0.276 0.089, 0.544

0.080

0.060, 0.104

0.994

0.984, 0.999

0.993

0.984, 0.998

ELISA-0.15 0.276 0.089, 0.544

0.106

0.083, 0.131

0.994

0.984, 0.999

0.992

0.981, 0.998

ELISA-0.10 0.276 0.089, 0.544

0.163

0.135, 0.194

0.994

0.984, 0.999

0.975

0.958, 0.987

Skin test

0.733

0.623, 0.858

0.987

0.974, 0.995

0.987

0.973, 0.995

0.613 0.146, 0.955

All but two had lesions consistent with
paratuberculosis, one had severe disseminated caseous lymphadenitis abscesses, and
the other had histologic lung lesions consistent with ovine progressive pneumonia.
All but one infected flock had animals with
clinical Johne’s disease. In flock 9P, the
only infected flock without a history of clinical Johne’s disease, 22 cull sheep were
necropsied over the next 3 years after the
study, 3 were skin test positive and 19 skin
test negative. Two of the 3 skin test positive
sheep were confirmed to have paratuberculosis on necropsy (tissue PCR) and all 19
skin test negative and one skin test positive
sheep did not have lesions either grossly or
histologically suggestive of paratuberculosis.

of the two serologic tests (median for both
tests = 0.08) (Tab. IV). The specificities of
all three tests were high (≥ 0.98) unless the
ELISA cutoff was lowered to the approved
cattle cutoff of mean + 0.10. The ELISA
sensitivity improved (0.08 to 0.16) by lowering the cutoff, but specificity was also
affected (0.99 to 0.975). There was evidence of a positive dependence in the sensitivities and specificities of the AGID and
ELISA (data not shown). The posterior 95%
intervals for sensitivity estimates were
much narrower than the prior 95% intervals.
A sensitivity analysis using non-informative
priors for prevalence and sensitivity of the
skin test did not change test accuracy estimates markedly (data not shown).

3.3. Sensitivity and specificity

3.4. Agreement between AGID
and ELISA

The Bayesian analysis indicated that the
sensitivity of the skin test (median = 0.73)
was substantially greater than that of either

Table V compares AGID and ELISA
results using different cutoffs for the ELISA
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Figure 1. Induration response (mm) of the 572 of 2 015 sheep testing positive on the skin test from
9 flocks infected with MAP and the 5 sheep testing positive of 450 sheep from 5 non-infected flocks.
Table V. Paired comparisons of AGID and ELISA results at three different ELISA cutoffs, 0.20
(approved sheep cutoff), 0.15, 0.10 (approved cattle cutoff) in 2015 sheep from 9 USA Midwest
sheep flocks. These were MAP infected flocks but the infection status of tested sheep was not known.
Cutoff 0.20 + Neg.
control

Cutoff 0.15 + Neg.
control

Cutoff 0.10 + Neg.
control

Total

AGID+

ELISA+
21

ELISA–
47

ELISA+
22

ELISA–
46

ELISA+
26

ELISA–
42

68

AGID–

49

1898

75

1872

146

1801

1947

Total

70

1945

97

1918

172

1843

2015

from all sheep in the flocks with Johne’s disease. Decreasing the cutoff did not improve
agreement between the AGID and ELISA.
Only five more sheep were identified as
both AGID and ELISA positive when the
ELISA cutoff was lowered from 0.20 to
0.10, however the number of sheep positive
on the ELISA, but not the AGID also
increased from 49 to 146, an increase of
97 sheep.

shown) indurations of ≥ 1 mm were routinely palpable. Forty-one percent (235/
572) of animals that were skin test positive
in infected populations had induration sizes
≤ 3 mm. These small indurations were not
detected in the non-infected flocks; the
false-positive induration responses in noninfected flocks ranged from 3 to 9 mm.

4. DISCUSSION
3.5. Induration size of skin test
responses
The skin test induration response is
shown in Figure 1. Any palpable response
was considered positive and measured.
From previous experiments, (data not

The diversity of breeds and production
systems represented in this study are reflective of USA sheep industry. The location
however was restricted to the Midwest, and
sheep flocks in other areas of the USA
should be evaluated in future studies. For
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test evaluation, we used a Bayesian model
that assumed that none of the tests was a
gold standard. The model allowed for
dependence between the two serologic tests
but assumed that both tests were independent of the skin test. We had precise information on specificity of the assays using test
data from the non-infected population and
this allowed us to model specificity with a
highly informative prior distribution. This
indirectly allowed estimation of sensitivity
of the three tests with reasonable precision.
A problem encountered when evaluating
tests in general is the size of the populations
needed [8, 11]. The probability intervals
around the point estimates can be quite
large, considering the number of animals
tested and the weight given to the prior
information. This is not such a problem if
the results are near 0 or 1, such as the specificity estimates, or even the AGID and
ELISA sensitivity estimates in this study;
however, the probability interval around the
point estimate of 0.73 for skin test sensitivity was moderately large (0.623–0.858).
The skin test in sheep was surprisingly
specific (> 98%) even though no skin thickness/induration cutoff was used in the
present study. This finding is contrary to
previous results in cattle, which vary as to
what induration size must be present in
order to consider an animal positive. Kalis
et al. [18] used an induration of ≥ 4 mm. If
they used an induration size of ≥ 2 mm the
specificity of the skin test decreased from
93 to 88%. In their study, no mention was
made as to what amount of induration was
routinely palpable; they measured skin thickness 72 h post injection at the injection site
and 10 cm behind the injection site. Other
cattle studies evaluating skin testing used
3 mm as a cutoff between positive and negative using the difference in pre- and posttesting measurements [6, 22].
Our data clearly show that many sheep
in flocks with MAP infection tested positive
at < 3 mm of induration. Test results of several of these animals were correspondingly
positive with the AGID or ELISA test, mak-
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ing one assume that we would likely miss
some infected sheep if we required an induration of ≥ 3 mm. In our study, animals in
non-infected populations did not have small
palpable indurations; consequently, we felt
that any induration in a sheep in an infected
flock is most likely to indicate MAP exposure or infection. It is important to note that
sheep have much thinner skin than cattle,
and one skin testing technique may not be
ideal in both species.
Another, possibly more likely, reason for
differences in induration in the non-infected
populations between other studies and this
one could be the antigen used. In our hands,
the 9801 Johnin PPD has been more specific
than any other PPD we have tried. Specificities have varied over 10% between lots,
even with lots made from the same seed culture (data not shown). Our experience is
consistent with previous studies [17, 18].
When and if an antigen for skin testing
becomes standardized, it may be possible to
assign likelihood ratios and recommendations
based on induration size, so a measurement
may always be desirable. However, caution
must be exercised if one attempts to use a
cutoff value recommended in another paper
if the antigen is not the same.
The biological importance of a positive
skin test result in MAP infected flocks is
unknown. In flock 1P, 60% of the sheep
tested had positive skin test results. No management changes were made and the flock
continued to have a 7 to 10% annual loss
attributable to clinical Johne’s disease in the
3 years post testing, which was the similar
to losses in the 2 years prior to testing. The
future challenge will be to determine the
utility of skin testing and other CMI diagnostic tests for identifying infected individuals
in populations where MAP had been
diagnosed. Obviously, culling 60% of a
flock will have limited acceptance, and
even in those flocks where culling is possible, the robustness and repeatability of the
skin test reaction must be understood; especially knowing the probability of a subclinically infected animal testing negative.
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Because the ELISA and AGID tests lack
sensitivity, they usually don’t significantly
change negative predicative value, in other
words, a negative test for a sheep in an
infected flock provides little reassurance to
a producer that the animal is truly negative.
Consequently, these tests have been promoted
as herd tests, more effective at identifying
infected flocks rather than individual animals [4, 28]. In this study the AGID and
ELISA were both able to identify 8 of 9
infected flocks, even with an estimated
(individual animal) sensitivity of only 8%.
However, infected flocks were not randomly selected without regard to previous
history, so these flocks may have a higher
prevalence of paratuberculosis than routinely found. With the concern of the biological relevance of a positive skin test on
an individual animal basis, there is also
potential for the skin test to be used as a herd
test. With a much higher sensitivity, fewer
animals would have to be tested. A major
concern with herd level testing is specificity. Even with a specificity of 98.7%, the
skin test would have a tendency to falsely
identify non-infected flocks, as demonstrated
by identifying 3 of the 5 non-infected flocks
in this study. A small improvement in specificity would dramatically improve the
potential for the skin test to be a useful herdlevel test.
In the present study, the AGID and the
ELISA had lower sensitivity (both at 8%)
than reported in other published studies.
There are several possible explanations for
this finding. First, approximately 20% of
animals tested in our study were between 12
and 18 months of age and many of the other
studies evaluated an aged ewe population
excluding ewe lambs and hoggets. Second,
sensitivity in our study was evaluated using
a statistical technique that was not constrained by an imperfect gold standard.
Third, it is possible that the latent class for
the skin test estimated in the Bayesian analysis might be a mixture of both infection and
exposure whereas the AGID and ELISA
latent class might only consist of infection.
Since all of three tests measure immune

response, it is not known if an immune
response above the threshold always signifies infection, especially for the skin test and
even for the ELISA at lower cutoffs. In
herds or flocks with MAP infected animals,
there is an opportunity for antigen exposure
without infection but the modeling
approach cannot distinguish between these
two states. Because of the model structure
that we used, the estimated sensitivity value
of 0.73 for the skin test should be interpreted
as a weighted average of the sensitivities
across the 9 infected flocks rather than a
flock-specific estimate.
In the United States, it is difficult to identify non-infected sheep populations, and
our population of 5 flocks of 450 ewes was
barely adequate to evaluate specificity
across a spectrum of management practices
and potential exposure to antigenically-related
organisms. Our data suggest that ELISA
specificity was not significantly affected if
the cutoff value for sheep was decreased
from 0.20 down to 0.15. This finding should
be further evaluated on larger numbers of
sheep before the standard cut-off is altered.
It is interesting that the ELISA and AGID
identified different populations of infected
animals. This was a consistent finding in the
larger infected flocks which had multiple
ELISA and AGID positive sheep. Several
of these sheep that had discordant results
were examined at necropsy and found to be
infected. This finding has been reported
previously [14, 29]. In this study, the agreement between these two tests was not
improved by lowering the ELISA cutoff.
This only slightly increased the number of
AGID positive animals it identified, and
dramatically increased the number of
ELISA positive animals.
This study highlights the potential for
skin testing to detect MAP infection at both
the individual and herd level. However,
serious obstacles need to addressed, mainly
the need to understand the biological relevance of a positive skin test for proper test
interpretation and the ability to consistently
produce a quality antigen.
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